
Learn how to stop feeling drained exhausted and lethargic 

There are times in our lives where we feel burnout, lethargic, like we 
have no energy to deal with the world around us let alone the feeling 
and the world within us. We wonder why we are feeling like this – 
there is no clear cut or exact reason why we are feeling this way, and 
the ambiguousness of this leaves us feeling even more confused and 
helpless. The only way we can interpret it and understand it is that 
perhaps – we need a holiday, or that we may be depressed even. If 
only we could understand the logic behind the feelings we are 
experiencing. You mention it to a others, they nod their heads in 
agreement, they too have felt like this. They too have felt off, down, 
lethargic, and they too- although they can understand the emotions 
and the lack of energy, cannot pin point what is it. 

What you are experiencing is so common. The feeling of a lack of 
energy and motivation is a problem that occurs to us all. Our 
everyday lives are draining us of all of our energy. So how do we 
getting our vitality back? Why does this keep happening to us? 

As human beings we all have a life energy, it sustains us, it 
generates energy for our bodies to feel well, our souls to feel 
connected and our minds to feel clear. As we go through our day to 
day life, the things we encounter, when we give our energy to others, 
the stress we go through, our pains/ traumas and things we hold on 
to, the thoughts we think, the situations we are in all take a little out 
of our energy. This is life and this is normal. Every day, little by 
little our life force – our energy gets depleted.  

This is why we suddenly wake up feeling drained, exhausted and 
lethargic. If we continue through life, only depleting our energy but 
not replenishing it, overwhelming problem occurs. When don’t get 
our energy back or heal our hurts we get physically and emotionally 
sick and unwell. We all know that stress brings on physical diseases 
yet we never stop to heal or give back to ourselves holistically – 
meaning that we treat our mind and body as one. 
 

 



It is only in giving back to our energy that we can feel well again. 
Every day in life our energy is taken from us, so it would only make 
sense that we need to take the time out to replenish what is 
lost.   Think of it of “powering up”. Plugging in a recharging your 
batteries. When you power up, you find that you have your vitality 
back, you get back in touch with your heart, your intuition, your 
ability to hear inner voice and gain back your clarity that you lost 
when you were only functioning at level of survival. 
Powering up has to happen often. We cannot expect to keep taking 
from ourselves and draining ourselves of all that we have; if we do 
not give back to our energy there will be nothing to give. 

One of the best ways to power up our energy is to use the earth. 
Think about the surge of power you feel when you go to the beach, 
the energy, the calm and clarity you feel when you sit in nature. The 
earth is our battery pack that is and has always been there to sustain 
us is so many ways. The earth gives us life. 

Next time you are feeling depleted, lost and drained of your energy 
plug yourself into the earth. Take your shoes off and walk through 
the grass, sit down and plug your butt into the earth and feel the 
benefits of the energy it holds surging through your body. The alone 
time, the earth, with give you back the energy and clarity you have 
been missing. 

Remember, from the moment we wake, till the moment we sleep, we 
are using up our energy. Taking time our to replenish it daily gives 
us the greatest chance to not only survive but to thrive in life. 

When we do not have energy everything switches off except our 
need for basic survival. Always plug in, give back to yourself and 
allow yourself to be all that you can be. 
 

YOU and your energy is the most important thing, for if you do not 
have it, you have nothing to give. Be conscious and be aware of how 
you are feeling. Take the time you need and always plug into the 
earth and power up. 
 



Much Love, 

Kiren 

	  


